
Our growing company is looking for a software engineering manager. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for software engineering manager

Forecasts resource needs and makes hiring decisions
This position will establish partnerships and engage with internal and external
stakeholders, maintain relationships/partnerships with internal customers,
peers and partners to develop strategies, goals and objectives that are
consistent with the Digital Aviation organization strategy
Participates in design and development planning meetings to help invent the
best software solution that meets business requirements
Partners with entire scrum team to come up with software design and release
schedule using agile software development practices
Partners with other teams such as product management, dev ops, business
services, and third party partners to drive company initiative
Uses technical knowledge of advanced development concepts, practices and
procedures to help deliver software solutions at web scale
Manages risk to release timelines by closely collaborating with the scrum
team and product owner to get past blocking issues
Helps analyze and resolve any code performance or scalability issues as
reported by the performance engineering team
Drives the adoption of elite open-source libraries and tools to help deliver
enterprise-scale implementations
Helps ensure that engineering quality goals (test coverage and automation)
are met or exceeded by their scrum teams as part of the definition of done

Example of Software Engineering Manager Job
Description
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Excellent communications skills, ability to talk to customer developers senior
technology leaders
Passion for improving performance and reliability of engineering systems
Must be a self-starter, needing little direction and capable of working in a
fast-paced development environment
Experience in an agile and scrum environment, working in cross functioning
teams and writing and estimating user stories
Master’s Degree in computer Science or a Master’s Degree in Software
Engineering
Ability to promote teamwork and establish a foundation of trust among team
members


